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MAP For Nonprofits

Idealware

MAP for Nonprofits helps more than 500 Minnesota nonprof-

Idealware, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit, provides thoroughly re-

it organizations to govern, lead, strategize and operate their

searched, impartial and accessible resources about software

organizations effectively each year by providing consulting

to help nonprofits make smart software decisions.

and services. MAP’s staff members consult in the areas of
strategic processes and planning, mergers, finance and accounting, leadership and board development, board recruitment, legal services, technology and marketing.

Nonprofits maintain a complicated relationship with technology. Most know that software can streamline their processes
and help fulfill their missions more efficiently and effectively,
yet lean staffing and tight budgets mean they’re unable to

For 30 years, MAP has worked with inspiring nonprofit

devote the time necessary to keep up with new technologies

partners, the amazing corporate and foundation community

and find the right tools.

and nonprofit allies to strengthen nonprofit organizations and
their important work.

From the most basic questions (like how to use software to
help manage emailing hundreds of people at once), to the

• We honor and respect the contribution each nonprofit

more complex (like understanding the roles of social net-

organization can make to a vibrant and healthy community.

working and mobile phone text-messaging in fundraising

• We value excellence, honesty and ethical behavior in our

strategy), organizations need a trusted source for answers.

work and in the work of our clients and partners.

Idealware provides an authoritative online guide to the soft-

• We value the careful stewardship of our resources and

ware that allows U.S. nonprofits—especially small ones—to

the resources of the nonprofit organizations we serve so

be more effective. By synthesizing vast amounts of origi-

that together we contribute to a thriving community.

nal research into credible and approachable information,

• We strive to be an inclusive organization that welcomes
and celebrates the unique contributions of all those with
whom we work.

Idealware helps nonprofits make the most of their time and
financial resources. And, our reach is expanding! Our reports
have been downloaded hundreds of thousands of times.

• We value being a catalyst for innovation, a conduit for

Who’s behind Idealware? Idealware is made up of a small,

best and next practices, and a leadership voice for effective

growing staff, aided by a community of experts—including

support of the sector.

content partners and contributors—and overseen by

We know nonprofits because we are one. We know that our
clients need high quality services. We know our clients have

a remarkable board and set of advisors.
www.idealware.org

budget limitations.
www.mapfornonprofits.org
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Executive Summary
The nonprofit sector as a
whole has the opportunity
to harness the power of
innovation to improve the
quality of service delivery.

People often think of innovation as futuristic, cutting-edge
technology, but our research found that it doesn’t have to
be—in fact, many Minnesota nonprofits successfully use
existing technology to innovate in more subtle ways, implementing solutions that are often both low-cost and effective.
We found a number of different examples of organizations
using straightforward, inexpensive technology to provide
higher quality services and create opportunities to do more
with less.
But can other organizations replicate their results?
Through our survey of 180 Minnesota human service nonprofits, and detailed follow-up interviews with staff members
from 13 of those organizations, we identified core elements
common to those using technology to successfully innovate
program delivery.
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1. Identifying Needs: The organizations we talked with

We strongly believe that service innovation through technol-

typically took the time to step back and assess the things

ogy is within the reach of any nonprofit. The case studies

they could be doing better, or differently. Because they

in this report demonstrate that this type of innovation is not

were familiar with their needs, they were more attuned to

only possible, but often cost-effective. However, there’s an

possibilities for bettering the quality or efficiency of their

enormous, untapped opportunity for nonprofits, support

services.

organizations and funders to do more to enable such inno-

2. Understanding Technology: The nonprofits also
generally took the time to educate themselves about the
technologies available to them—those that they already
had, and other affordable solutions relevant to their needs.

vation. By acting on the recommendations in this report, the
nonprofit sector as a whole has the opportunity to harness
the power of innovation to improve the quality of service
delivery everywhere.

Survey responses showed that these organizations were
already using a good amount of technology to support
their work, but that many remaining possibilities are
overlooked or underutilized.
3. Connecting Needs and Technology: The majority
had catalysts for their innovations, often external to the
organization. For example, one organization was inspired
at a national conference to address an existing need using

About This Report
This is the executive summary from Unleashing Innovation:
Using Everyday Technology to Improve Nonprofit Services,
a 44-page report from MAP for Nonprofits that was researched and written by Idealware. To download the full
report, visit http://www.mapfornonprofits.org/innovation.
MAP for Nonprofits helps Minnesota nonprofit organizations

eLearning technologies.
4. Effecting Change in the Organization: Innovation will
fail without support—the successful nonprofits took steps
to make sure their organizations were on board with the
solutions they were implementing, and that sufficient resources were available to see them through to completion
and to sustain them in the future.

govern, lead, strategize and operate effectively by providing consulting and services to more than 500 organizations
annually. MAP’s mission is to unleash the power of the
nonprofit sector in the community by increasing the capacity of nonprofit organizations to achieve their missions, and
by providing leadership for the effective management of the
sector. We are pleased to provide Unleashing Innovation:

The majority of the innovative organizations we spoke to

Using Everyday Technology to Improve Nonprofit Services

were not tracking specific data to measure the impact of

for the benefit of the sector. We look forward to nonprofits

their solutions, unfortunately. However, all reported at least

everywhere using this research to inspire their own innova-

some benefit, and nine were able to describe substantial

tion in service delivery through technology, and to applying

results. For the most part, they perceived considerably more

this research directly through our work with nonprofits. To

benefits in quality of service rather than cost savings.

learn more, visit www.mapfornonprofits.org.

It’s clear that an organizational culture that encourages and

To learn more about Idealware, a national 501(c)(3) nonprofit

supports innovation was useful when implementing these

that provides thoroughly researched, impartial and accessi-

solutions, but the innovations themselves appeared to also

ble resources about software to help nonprofits make smart

affect the culture—at least five organizations said that they

software decisions, visit www.idealware.org.

have begun to think of other ways to innovate as a result of
their initial success.
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1. A Framework for Innovation
Many nonprofits feel innovation is a luxury they can’t afford—
staff time and budgets are limited, and improving the way
they use technology seems out of reach. But we believe
there are countless opportunities for everyday innovation
that can transform how, and how effectively, organizations
meet their missions. What’s holding them back?
People often think of innovation as cutting-edge technology—flashy, shiny and futuristic things like jet packs, flying
cars and computers that integrate with our homes—but
our research shows many nonprofits are successfully using
existing technology to innovate in more subtle ways. While
these solutions may not be as eye-catching as a jet pack,
they’re often both low-cost and effective, which makes them
easier to implement—and easier for other organizations to
replicate. We found a number of ways in which nonprofits
were using straightforward, inexpensive technology to
provide higher quality services and create opportunities to
do more with less, even in our current economic climate.
In short, innovation using technology is something organizations can no longer afford not to embrace.

Last year, MAP for Nonprofits and Idealware completed six
months of research that began with a survey of 180 human
service organizations in Minnesota. We asked them about
the technologies they were using and the different ways they
applied it to improve their service delivery. Based on their
survey responses, we selected 13 nonprofits for detailed
follow-up interviews, which revealed some remarkable stories
of innovation in unexpected circumstances. (For more on
our research methods, see Appendix A: Methodology.)
One small organization, for example, is using text messages
to communicate with teens who participate in a mentoring
program. A staff member observed that, while all the
teens carried cell phones and used them frequently, few
would answer phone calls or emails, and her simple, free
solution has substantially increased the number of teens
who attend their programs. In another example, a domestic
abuse organization created a new report in an existing
system to provide information to external probation officers
who had been reliant upon staff members, transforming
the relationship from time-consuming hassle to a real
partnership. A third nonprofit designed a system that helps
local organizations pool shared data to better understand
how each community member is served across the different
providers. Case studies from nine of these organizations
appear throughout this report.
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Can other organizations replicate these kinds of results?

peers—and sometimes even the corporate world. It’s

We think the answer is a resounding “yes.” Many nonprofits

difficult to use technology to address key problems if you

can better connect their needs with technology to improve

have no idea what options are available.

the ways they serve constituents, and the research shows
that such solutions don’t necessarily require a significant

3. Connecting Needs and Technology: The majority
of the organizations we talked to had some catalyst for

investment or in-depth planning process.

their innovation, often one external to the organization.

The data revealed four core elements common to organi-

In many cases, there was a specific step that helped them

zations who used technology to successfully innovate

connect their needs with a technology solution. For in-

program delivery.

stance, one organization was inspired at a national conference to use eLearning methods to connect their need to

1. Identifying Needs: The organizations we talked to
typically found innovative solutions to address core dayto-day inefficiencies or problems, or other opportunities to

reach a broad and geographically dispersed audience with
training materials.

improve their service delivery. They took the time to step

4. Effecting Change in the Organization: Finally, innova-

back to assess what they could be doing better, or differ-

tion will fail without support—the successful organizations

ently. Because they were familiar with their needs, they

we spoke to took steps to make sure their organizations

were more attuned to possibilities for bettering the quality

were on board with the solutions being implemented,

or efficiency of their services.

and that sufficient resources were available to see them
through to completion and to sustain them in the future.

2. Understanding Technology: The organizations were
generally aware of the technologies available to them—

Together, these elements make up the four-step framework

both those they already had, and other affordable solu-

that will guide this report and its recommendations. The

tions relevant to their needs. They took the time to edu-

next sections look more closely at each of these elements,

cate themselves about available options, and to make

one by one.

themselves aware of the technology being used by their

Four Common Elements Of Successful Innovation

Identifying
Needs

Understanding
Technology

Connecting
Needs and
Technology

Effecting a Change
in the Organization

Improved
Service
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Case Study: Netting Big Rewards Through a Small Change
Domestic Abuse Project, Minneapolis, MN
22 Full-Time Staff, Three-to-Five Part-Time or
Contract Staff

A nonprofit in Michigan with a similar mission had created
a system to let external case officers access the information they needed, and Anders saw a parallel. She set out
to try to create a similar system to allow probation officers
to access DAP client records. Her solution took a little

Since 1979, the Domestic Abuse Project (DAP) has pro-

trial and error, and didn’t cost anything beyond the time

vided therapy and advocacy for people who have expe-

she put into development—“I may have pulled my hair

rienced domestic abuse. The organization promotes the

out a little bit,” she said—but is likely to save countless

idea that working with perpetrators of abuse is essential

staff hours.

to ending it, and that abuse is a learned behavior that can

By modifying the organization’s existing case manage-

be unlearned. Because violence affects families and not

ment system—an online database—to allow probation

just individuals, DAP staff serves every family member,

officers to look up program attendance for themselves,

including children who’ve witnessed violence, women

she found a way to repurpose an existing technology to

victimized by it, and men who are abusers.

resolve a core challenge. Basically, she created a form to

“We have limited staff, and a good deal of their time

record client attendance and group progress, and then

wasn’t actually providing service but collaborating with

gave the P.O.s access to it.

other organizations and probation officers,” said Deena

“Essentially, is [the client] on track with his required

Anders, DAP’s director of planning and evaluation.

participation, or behind schedule?” Anders said. “Why is

The majority of men who receive services through the

he behind schedule? Is it due to resistance, absences,

organization are court- or probation-ordered to attend

or a lack of understanding about what he’s supposed to

programs as part of their sentence. Their supervis-

be learning?” She also created a new set of permissions

ing probation officers are responsible for tracking their

that, to address confidentiality concerns, let probation

program attendance, and rely upon DAP staff to provide

officers see only the reports of the attendees under their

up-to-date information on attendance and participation

supervision, and then cross-referenced all existing re-

for reporting back to the courts. Probation officers often

cords in the system to ensure that release of information

need information quickly, and staff found themselves

forms signed by the clients are accurate and current.

overwhelmed trying to meet their requests.

DAP has measured the success of the project only anec-

“Those were often last-minute phone calls saying, ‘I need

dotally. “Mostly we rely on the feedback we’re receiving

to go to court, and I need this information to take with

directly from probation officers,” Anders said, but that

me,’” Anders said. “For a P.O., or probation officer, not

feedback shows the P.O. Portal, as she’s taken to calling

getting that callback in time can be frustrating.”

it, has led to substantial results.
Staff has been able to focus on delivering services in new
and innovative ways instead of feeling as if they’re never
out from under a pile of unreturned phone calls, and the
organization’s relationship with the probation officers has
improved dramatically.
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“We’re always asking if
there’s a better way of doing
things, if someone else is
doing something we can
replicate, or if someone on
staff has an idea we should
be pursuing.”
“They feel like we’re reliable, and that the services
we’re providing give more confidence,” Anders said.
The increased accountability has also contributed to
improved graduation rates for program participants. The
average tenure of participants in the program dropped

Anders said Arthur works hard to encourage problemsolving. “If there’s a better way to do something, we do
it,” she said. “We do what we can. This place is so open
to innovation, there isn’t a hierarchy you have to follow—
it’s supportive and doesn’t tamp you down.”
Staff members embraced the portal idea, and management supported a solution that would improve the quality
and efficiency of services. Probation officers were also
enthusiastic, which left few barriers to success—the sole
challenge was to prevent them from accessing any irrelevant or inappropriate information in the database
“The only concern was privacy, but we had it so locked
down, that wasn’t a problem,” she said. Staff only shares
information of program participants who have signed
releases agreeing to it, and no one outside the courtordered program is included.
Her success has made her think about other innovations

from 45 weeks to 18.
The portal did not come about as part of a larger strategic planning process, but as a solution to a need. “There
was no real planning or evaluation behind it—just frustration that the staff was having to respond to these outside
interests so often,” she said. “I came up with the idea
based on the Michigan organization’s example, and we
just sort of launched it.”
Executive Director Carol Arthur said she actively tries to
foster creativity and problem-solving as a culture, and has
since the beginning.

she might be able to bring to the organization, but she’s
clear that technology wasn’t the driving factor behind her
innovation—creativity was. That could only happen in an
organization that supported such a process. “The expectation in my job is that I think of new ways to do things,
and a little downtime is really important for positions that
require creative thought,” she said.
Arthur agreed. “There are limited resources,” she said,
“and we’re accountable to do the best we can, and to
figure out a way to do it better, more effectively, more efficiently. We’re a constantly learning organization.”

“We tend to attract people who want to do that, creative
people who want to see if there are different, better ways
to do things,” she said. “We’re always asking if there’s
a better way of doing things, if someone else is doing
something we can replicate, or if someone on staff has an
idea we should be pursuing. We are accountable to the
clients we serve and the community we work in to do the
best, most effective stuff we can.”
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2. Identifying Needs
The innovators all displayed
a willingness to step back
and understand what
was working well at their
organizations, and what
was not.

For an innovation to be successful, it has to address a true
need at the organization. Technology is unlikely to innovate
services, and may not even be helpful if it’s implemented
only for its own sake.
Our research showed that organizations identified their
needs in different ways. Five of the 13 nonprofits we spoke
to used a formal planning process to define the needs they
ultimately addressed with innovative solutions—this was
particularly true of those that took on larger projects. For instance, Headway Emotional Health Services implemented a
major database project as the result of a three-year strategic
planning process.
For the other eight organizations, however—a majority—their
innovations were solutions to day-to-day issues rather than
needs identified out of planning projects. For them, the innovations came out of necessity, or as logical extensions of
something they were already doing. “It was never a board
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decision where we sat down and looked at communication
models or anything like that,” said a staff member from the
HOWA Family Center, explaining the genesis of her solution.
“It was just a way to meet a need.”
However they came to identify or recognize their needs,
the innovators all displayed a willingness to step back and
understand what was working well at their organizations,
and what was not. In one example, the family support

“Our desire to get communitylevel information and track
unduplicated numbers
really drove us to look
for a technology answer.”

coordinator at Lifetrack Resources’ Minnesota Hands and
Voices program saw attendance numbers decline for in-

Instead, organizations without technology professionals

person workshops. “We knew they needed the information

applied the technical skills of various people from all aspects

we were presenting,” she said, “but we needed a way to

of the organization, with everyone lending some of their

get it to them.” With a clear understanding of the need, the

knowledge or expertise.

organization was better able to perceive potential ways to
address it with technology.

The research provides strong evidence that, in order to
innovate, nonprofits need to step back and look at their

In another example, a staff member at the United Way

operations to better understand the gaps or opportunities

of Olmsted County related a similar story: “Our desire

in their day-to-day work. A strong understanding of an

to get community-level information and track unduplicated

organization’s needs ensures that any technology solution

numbers really drove us to look for a technology answer,”

will really address the issues that the organization faces,

she said.

and open the door to innovative solutions.

In general, efforts to understand the organizations’ needs
were not driven by Information Technology (IT) staff. When
asked who was involved with the project, only four of 11
mentioned that technology professionals were involved—
of those four, two were in charge of technology for their
organizations. Another, a program manager specifically for
an eLearning project, was a technology specialist, though
not formally IT staff. Three of those interviewed worked at
very small organizations that appeared not to have anyone
who specialized in technology, and three more provided a
list of people involved with a solution that did not include
any obvious technology professionals.
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Case Study: Connecting a Community of Clients and Providers
United Way of Olmsted County,
Rochester, MN
10 Full-Time, Three Part-Time Employees

“The amount of time to do an intake when a person
comes in for a monthly visit at the food shelf was
diminished to a few basic questions,” he said, “and
then the individual could be on their way to do their

To unite people and resources and improve lives in its

shopping. Under the old system, that took a lot longer,

community, the United Way of Olmsted County works to

and the lines would grow while people waited. Staff

mobilize resources and volunteers, and to advocate for

would have to have a conversation with each individual,

those who need it. But working with such a large number

get them into the system, record the event—but today,

of constituents—more than 14,000, and growing—left a

that’s all automated.”

lot of room to streamline the organization’s effectiveness.

Reducing the time required to talk to clients for intake

“Our desire to get community-level info and track undu-

had the positive effect of increasing the time available

plicated numbers really drove us to look for a technology

to talk to them, he said.

answer,” said Senior Vice President of Community Impact

“Now they can do one-on-one conversations and as-

April Sutor.

sessments, and spend more time doing that instead of

Sutor heard a keynote speaker at a technology confer-

paperwork,” Brumm said. “What’s in it for the clients?

ence discuss a system that helps human services provid-

Less time spent at each agency going through data entry

ers collaborate, reduce costs and increase their impact,

items, initial intake, updates, etc… Overall, a better

and took note—it sounded like something her organi-

quality of service.”

zation could use. The Community Information Sharing

He said each successful implementation paves the way

System, or CISS, runs on software hosted by the Atlanta-

for the next, creating a sort of momentum of innovation.

based nonprofit Pathways, and lets multiple organizations

“First we had the CISS, which met a need, and then the

in a community access a database stored in the cloud.

next problem was, how do we speed up the intake when

The shared database lets each individual service provider

visiting a food shelf? Someone said, ‘What about a scan

significantly reduce client intake time by eliminating

card?’ And that led to the idea.”

duplicate information. “If one organization does intake,

Pathways provides service providers an online training

the others don’t have to,” Sutor said. After using the CISS

when they enroll in the Community Information Sharing

for a while, the United Way of Olmsted County innovated

System that covers logistics and privacy and confidential-

it one step further by creating the “Olmsted Connect

ity concerns tailored to Minnesota standards.

Card,” a scannable photo ID card given to users that
further reduces intake time. Providers scan the card

“Now, these nonprofits don’t have to have a lot of

for immediate access to the client’s information.

technical experience or people on the ground,” Sutor
said, “because the whole thing is housed in the cloud.

Steve Brumm, the CISS project manager, said the

All they need is access to the internet, and a scanner to

Connect Card has yielded dramatic results.

read the cards.”
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“The amount of time to
do an intake when a person
comes in for a monthly visit at
the food shelf was diminished
to a few basic questions,
and then the individual could
be on their way to do their
shopping.”

The solution was a response to a need that came about
because Sutor was open-minded about how to resolve
the challenges her organization faced. Once she saw the
CISS in action, she led the effort to implement it in Olmsted County with help from the organization’s technology
solution team. Additional support came from IBM, which
maintains a strong presence in the community.
Surprisingly, there weren’t many barriers to success, but
as with any new technology, she met some resistance.
“Some people are wedded to their old ways,” she said.
“They tend to look at just their organization, what they
need, and not take a community view. There are also
government regulations that some of our partners are
under because they have contracts with local, federal and

The United Way of Olmsted County has been funded

state governments and have to use certain software, and

to provide the scanners at no cost to participating

do things a certain way, so there was a perceived barrier

agencies, along with the other necessary materials.

of privacy, even though the software is HIPAA compliant.”

Annually, its cost to keep the Community Information
Sharing System and Olmsted Connect Card program
running is about $24,000, Sutor said. That includes a
$10,000 annual software cost the organization pays
to cover all participating providers in the community.

The organization is not content to rest on its laurels.
“There’s some more things we’d like to do with it,” Sutor
said. “We think that having a smartphone app for this
info-sharing system would take it mobile, a lot more
mobile than it is.”

“I couldn’t even tell you the staff time involved in
getting this running, but it’s probably a quarter FTE to
run it now,” she said. “So much is done by volunteers,
and it’s spaced out over time.” The initial push, in
which more than 8,000 cards were produced in one
month, was done by four-to-six local IBM employees
volunteering for six hours a day for data input, photo
taking and card printing.
In addition to maintaining the system and enrolling
new providers, ongoing efforts include tracking and measuring the program’s success. Staff tracks such statistics
as “number of organizations on board,” “number of cards
issued,” “number of services delivered” and “demographics of service recipients,” Sutor said. All measurements
point to the program’s success.
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3. Understanding Technology
“Because we’re kind of selfinitiated, it’s kind of like, ‘What
we don’t know, we don’t know,’
so I’m sure there are 108 things
more we could do with this that
we don’t know about.”

Many human service organizations feel they don’t have
the time or the money to stay up-to-date on technology.
However, we found that awareness of available technology
was an important factor for those organizations who were
able to implement innovative solutions.
Five of the interviewees mentioned that knowledge about
existing technologies—either those already in place at their
organizations, or simply those available on the market—was
a major factor in their innovation. Another seven mentioned
that lack of knowledge, or lack of effective technologies, was
a difficulty or hurdle for them. For example, a staff member at
a job-seeker training program told us that organization staff
had been learning about social media, and how to use it
appropriately, and that including clients in that experience
was a natural extension. It was awareness of the technology
rather than expertise that made it possible as a solution.
However, it’s clear from our research that not all organizations had the technology knowledge or the infrastructure
to implement the most-effective solutions for their needs. In
fact, even among those organizations who had successfully
come up with innovate solutions to needs, only two felt they
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Percentage Of Respondents Using Web And Email Technologies For Service Delivery

Website information about services
Reach new clients using email
Provide services via email
Website information to educate other providers
Websites to recruit more people to help clients
Website articles to directly inform clients
Interactive website functionality to provide services
Websites or databases to refer clients
A database of answers to frequently-asked-questions
0
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40%

This is integral to our work with clients

60%

80%
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Using it a bit

were generally using most of the available technology that

More organizations said this technology was “integral

could be helpful to them. “I think we’re always using some-

to their work with clients” than said they were “using it a

thing that’s like five years old,” an interviewee told us. “We

bit,” perhaps because websites and specifically targeted

figure out how to use it in a way to [make it] work. I know we

emails are set up once and updated or used only infre-

could do so much more, but we don’t have it—things get

quently, but databases are where much of the heavy lifting

pushed to the side in favor of direct service.”

is done, such as running detailed reports or evaluating

In the survey, we asked 180 Minnesota human services

organization performance.

organizations about more than 30 different technologies

Databases and data-collection technologies were relatively

in several areas to get a better sense of what they were

widely used among respondents. Almost 80 percent said

using. Overall, their responses revealed a mixed picture,

recording client contact information was integral to their

but almost all were using at least some technology to help

work, making it the most important use of technology in the

provide services. The largest percentage of organizations

survey, and the second most-widely used overall. For data

(almost 95 percent) said they were using websites to provide

collection, the remaining uses of databases—tracking case

information about services, followed by reaching out to new

notes and providing data to field staff—were also more likely

clients through email, using databases to track and report on

to be integral to human service organizations. While not

clients and the services they were receiving, using databas-

even half of surveyed organizations were making electronic

es to record client information, and using email to provide

copies of handwritten notes, a surprising amount—nearly

services to existing clients.

40 percent—were using smartphones, mobile apps or

We also asked what technologies were integral to their

other portable solutions to collect data in the field.

work. While survey respondents used websites more
than any other technology, it seems databases were
more important overall.
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Percentage Of Respondents Using Technology For Day-To-Day Data Collection
Record client contact information
Track individual case notes
Provide client data to field employees
Laptops used by field workers
Electronic copies of handwritten notes
PDAs, smart phones, or mobile applications
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Percentage Of Respondents Using Technology For Reporting And Evaluation
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Inform decisions about improving client services
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Percentage Of Respondents Using Social Media For Service Delivery
Facebook, Twitter, other social networking for outreach
Social media to provide services
Videos/social media to recruit people to help clients
Online seminars or videos to educate other providers
Online seminars or videos to provide services
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100%

The United Way of Olmsted County, for example, com-

A staff member at the HOWA Family Center mentioned

bined a shared, hosted database with a scannable photo ID

Facebook as a way to meet the needs of their younger

card to reduce intake time for clients who visit participating

demographic. Another organization, Community Thread,

service providers. Another organization, Headway Emotional

has been effectively using social media to engage

Health Services, uses smartphones, tablets and other mo-

supporters and recruit volunteers. While efforts were mostly

bile devices to allow case managers to access the database

focused on Facebook, staff has recently begun creating

and shared calendars from the field.

videos for YouTube as another way to motivate supporters.

Many nonprofits were also using technology for reporting or

The least commonly used technologies cited by respondents

evaluation purposes. More than 70 percent said they were

were those that are new or emerging, such as videoconfer-

using their database not only to report on how many clients

encing, geographic data analysis using maps or Geographic

received specific services, but to help improve services and

Information Systems, providing data-storage devices directly

report on the outcomes, as well.

to clients, barcode scanners, and GPS or other wearable-

However, they were much more likely to be relying on
databases for internal purposes than to help them look at

electronic devices. Less than 10 percent of respondents
were using any of these five technologies, but the fact that

data across multiple organizations. Very few organizations
were collaborating or sharing data. Less than 30 percent
were using shared indicators to collaborate with other agencies that provide similar services, and just over 20 percent
were sharing client data with other organizations. While a
reluctance to open up data in such a way may be explained
by client privacy concerns, or compliance with confidentiality

“I think we found that
seeing that technology is not
separate—it’s part of every
conversation—helps.”

legislation, nonprofits may be missing out on opportunities
to mutually improve services by collaborating with likeminded organizations that serve the same clients.
While it has not yet reached the same level of penetration
as websites or email, social media—including Facebook
and Twitter—is increasingly popular among human service
organizations. Just over 70 percent were using Facebook,
while less than half were using Twitter. About 15 percent
of respondents said using social media to inform potential
clients about their services was integral to their work, compared to 10 percent using it to provide services to clients.
As some of the case studies show, the shift toward social
media comes in part as an effort to reach out to younger
generations. “This is what clients expect nowadays, and
we’ve got to meet people where they’re at,” the program
director of Minnesota Hands and Voices told us.

they are being used at all is a promising indicator of future
innovation—and the cost-of-entry for such technologies is
likely to drop as they become more commonplace.
Text messaging was no more commonly used, but more
than twice as many respondents were using mobile phones
than were using them to text. It’s possible that, in the near
future, some of these organizations may begin using text
messaging to reach certain demographics, as the hardware
is already in place.
Examples of emerging technologies in operation were rare,
but some organizations are putting them to good use. One,
RESOURCE, uses Skype to deliver live training programs
to clients within the St. Cloud, Duluth and Twin Cities areas,
and for staff meetings. The videoconferencing has reduced
travel costs and allowed the organization’s sole trainer to
reach a wider body of students.
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Percentage Of Respondents Using Emerging Technologies
Mobile phones for outreach
Mobile texts or applications
Video conferencing
Geographic data analysis using maps or GIS systems
Providing data storage devices directly to clients
Bar code scanners
Wearable or GPS devices
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Across all categories, smaller organizations—those with

And though smaller organizations were more likely to be

fewer than five staff members—tended to use fewer tech-

among those with the greatest need for solutions that save

nologies than mid-sized or large organizations, and to use

time and cost, they were less likely to be using technologies.

them less. Unfortunately, this trend seems to hold true for
both higher-cost, cutting-edge and more accessible and
affordable technologies. In addition, nonprofits affiliated
with larger regional or national organizations and those
with multiple offices across the state were, on average,
using a greater number of technologies than their peers
without the support of an umbrella organization.
(For the purposes of this survey, we defined “Very Small”
organizations as those with fewer than five staff members,
“Small” as five to 25, “Medium” as 25 to 100, and “Large” as
more than 100.)
In general, there’s no question that the human service orga-

We have little doubt that there are many more opportunities
for technologies, even relatively simple ones, to improve the
ability of organizations to serve their clients. Those interested
in innovation should consider building a base of technology
knowledge a key priority within their own organization, or the
sector as a whole.

Number Of Technologies Respondents Said Were
“Integral To Their Work,” By Organization Size
20

15

nizations we surveyed are taking advantage of technology
to advance their missions. We were pleased to find so many
examples of organizations using databases and data collection methods in effective, efficient ways—and a reasonable
percentage using more cutting-edge technologies. However,

10

5

even those organizations selected for interviews because
they were using technologies successfully said they felt there
were far more opportunities available than they knew about.

0
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Very Small

Case Study: Texting Teen Mentees for Better Communication
HOWA Family Center, Walker, MN

was through texting. Now, if I need to give them a re-

Four Employees

them a text, and they are typically very quick to respond.”

minder about an activity or ask them a question, I send

For 15 years, the small staff of the HOWA Family

Her solution did not cost anything other than the

Center has worked to enrich lives through mentoring for

cost of her existing data plan, and though she’s not

children, families and communities. One of its programs

tracking metrics to measure its success beyond the

pairs students in grades four-through-eight with student

number of students she’s able to contact, the results

mentors in high school. The students form friendships,

speak for themselves. “It’s definitely increased our

meet during study breaks and lunch periods and for such

quality of services,” she said. “When I can get a

afterschool activities as field trips, arts and crafts, service

message to a mentor quickly, and they can respond,

learning projects, and outdoor recreation, said Jane Fu-

sometimes that will make a difference if a mentor can

ruseth, the program manager and mentoring coordinator.

even see their mentee that day.”

Furuseth noticed she was having increasing difficulty
reaching the high school mentors, both by telephone
and by email. “We’d always communicated with them
by email,” she said, “but they’d more or less stopped
responding.”
When she tried to identify the cause, she realized
that, though they all carried cell phones and used them
constantly, the kids were using them in a different way
than adults tended to use them.
“Apparently, kids aren’t using email at all anymore,”

“Now, if I need to give them
a reminder about an activity
or ask them a question, I
send them a text, and they
are typically very quick
to respond.”

Furuseth said. “It’s kind of a waste of time with this

The success has inspired her to turn to technology in

age group. And they’re not allowed to have their cell

other ways as well, she said. She’s noticed the high

phones on at school, but most of them still do—they

school kids constantly check their Facebook pages, and

just keep them on vibrate, so they would never answer

she thinks that might be a good way for the HOWA Fam-

a phone call during the day. But they were always

ily Center to advertise programs and let kids know about

sending text messages.”

upcoming events.

When one of the kids sent her a text message, she

Furuseth said that, despite her success texting with high

recognized it as the preferred medium for the age group,

school mentors, it’s not a one-size-fits-all solution for the

and followed their lead by texting whenever she needed

organization’s other programs.

to reach one of them. “Well, I had a phone,” she said.
“It was never a board decision where we sat down and

“We also have adults that mentor kids one-on-one, after

looked at communication models or anything like that,

school and on weekends, in the community, and I’m

it was just a way to meet a need. You know, it worked?

guessing that right now only half know how to use tex-

I found that the easiest way to communicate with them

ting,” she said. “A lot ... just haven’t bought into the idea.”
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4. Connecting Needs and Technology
“A funding organization
chose us as an investee, and
along with their dollars came
expertise. They had an inhouse database expert who
helped identify new database
prospects, interviewed vendors,
and generally guided us through
the process. We made the
decision from there.”

The organizations we interviewed did not typically develop
their technology projects in a vacuum. In fact, the majority
were inspired by, or had support from, someone outside
the organization, including peer sharing, seminars, or
funder support.
For example, a staff member at the Domestic Abuse Project
whose coworkers were overwhelmed by requests for
information from the database learned about a solution
implemented by a nonprofit in Michigan with a similar mission. She saw the parallel, and replicated the solution.
In another example, a staff member at the United Way of
Olmsted County heard a keynote speaker at a technology
conference discussing a system that helps human services
providers collaborate, reduce costs and increase their
impact, and realized her organization could do the
same thing.
Other examples were inspired by funders, technology
experts and universities.
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All but three of those we interviewed had some form of

We asked interviewees what kind of support they would

assistance from outside the organization designing or

have liked to have had for their projects. Four said specifi-

implementing their solutions. Ten mentioned strategic

cally that they would have liked to have had more strategic

help from outside, such as from funders, capacity building

support, either in the form of marketing the new service to

programs, universities or organized peer collaboration.

constituents, or as metrics, statistics or other measurements

The larger-scale projects had particularly notable outside

before they began the project. Three said they would have

assistance—two received financial and capacity support

liked more nuts-and-bolts technology or software support

from a funder, while another listed four different types of

during implementation. One said she wished her nonprofit

external support, including peer groups and consultants.

had the support of another, more experienced organization,

Overall, four organizations received assistance from funders,
three cited collaboration and informal conversations with

highlighting the importance of reaching out to peer organizations and state and regional networks or associations.

their peers, three received support from their local or national

It’s often difficult to make the connection between long-

umbrella organizations, and two from nearby universities.

standing issues and existing technologies without a specific

Only one organization hired consultants to help implement

inspiration. Organizations might consider focused internal

their new system, and, as previously mentioned, did so in

brainstorming to define technologies to improve services.

combination with other outside support.

Including consultants or subject matter experts from outside
the organization can also help stimulate creative thought.

“It would be helpful if there
were another experienced
organization to help us with the
process.”
Not every organization will have access to these sources
of support, but even the smallest can turn to a network of
peers or area organizations for small technical or logistical
issues, advice or find other forms of support. In addition,
internet forums, technology listservs and other discussion
groups can help connect organizations to the people who
can answer their questions. Most encouraging was the
prevalence of funder support beyond monetary assistance.
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Case Study: Mobilizing Staff to Make Them More Accessible
Headway Emotional Health Services,
Richfield, MN
110 Full-Time Employees

“Really, what we wanted to see was, How mobile
can we make them?” said Brad Kopecky, Headway’s
director of operations. “Enabling them with smartphones
lets them use scheduling systems to keep track of things

Headway Emotional Health Services, with a budget

better, to load client data through Outlook, to make

around $6.5 million, provides comprehensive mental

some apps available to them remotely. Client information

health therapy, counseling and classes to more than

is accessible, scheduling improves, and they’re

30,000 people each year. Each of the organization’s

more reachable to clients.”

case managers are responsible for 15-to-18 clients,

Though some staff also have laptops, Kopecky said

and the nature of their jobs means they work mostly

they’re not always the best option. Phones are more

from the field.

convenient, and more portable, and a better fit in the long

“I do a lot of my work from home, and I’m rarely in the

run—especially when used in conjunction with laptops.

office in Richfield,” said Ben Roberts, a children’s mental

Roberts uses a MyTouch 4G Slide phone, which he can

health case manager. “We have a flexible schedule that

tether to provide an internet connection for his laptop

revolves around when families are able to meet with us.”

when he’s out of range of a Wi-Fi network.

Roberts is essentially a middleman for kids with some

“We have shared calendars, so I can see my boss’s

type of mental diagnosis, working to make sure the coun-

schedule, or my coworkers’, and I can schedule meet-

ty, service providers and insurance all serve the best inter-

ings and appointments just from looking at my phone,”

est of his clients. His clients are located across a broad

Roberts said. “If I want to get something for my client, I

geographic swath of Hennepin County, the largest county

can do that all from my phone, too. It’s funny, because it’s

in the state. Because many of his meetings are scheduled

actually secondary now to all the other things it can do,

only at the last-minute, he said, keeping his calendar is a

but I can actually call people with it, too.”

challenge, and he seldom knows what clients’ files he’ll

Kopecky said Headway’s three-year strategic plan

need in a given day.

included goals addressing client demands for increased

“I’m at least 45 minutes from the office,” he said. “If I

accessibility to the people they worked with, and using

had to get back in to pick up files every time, especially

technology to reduce costs and streamline efforts. “Part

with traffic and travel time, it would be difficult, to say

of what we looked at is making workers as accessible

the least.”

as possible from a client-access perspective,” he said.
“When you’ve got that many case managers and only a

To meet the needs of case managers like Roberts,

couple offices, there’s no easy way to do that.”

Headway provided 50 of them with smartphones running
Google’s Android operating system, and moved to make

Existing infrastructure made implementation easier, Ko-

their email, calendaring, and client data systems acces-

pecky said. “We’re a Microsoft-centric organization—I’d

sible via the web.

worked with the organization to get to that platform. That
certainly helps, the functionality of Outlook and integrating
that with scheduling platforms and all that.” Because he
knew that the calendaring tools and client-data system
would allow mobile access, it was a logical step to provide mobile phones to do so.
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“If I want to get something
for my client, I can do that
all from my phone, too. It’s
funny, because it’s actually
secondary now to all the
other things it can do, but
I can actually call people
with it, too.”
Headway addressed concerns about both logistics
and adoption during implementation, including finding
the appropriate phone models for a diverse group of
case managers.

“It’s tough to cost-justify this,” he said. “We’re not able to
say we’re going to see X more clients a month, or have X
fewer no-shows. It’s tough to put hard quantifications on
this. The accessibility has been a high thing on client-satisfaction scores, because they don’t have to call the front
desk and be transferred to voice mail. Staff feels they’re
most productive, there are fewer scheduling issues, and
more control of their schedules increased productivity—
or at least efficiency. We’re also tracking staff morale. Did
they feel this was helpful? Was this improving their sense
of productivity?”
Largely, he said, response has been positive—but that’s
not to say there haven’t been challenges.
“When you put a cell in your hand and give the client your
number, you’ve just increased the number of hours in a
day and weekend they’re able to reach you,” he said.
“Also, when you increase autonomy that much, it removes the support of the front desk, which can handle

“The workforce is made up of a pretty broad range
of people in terms of age and experience,” he said.
“Technology was not always something that’s been
ubiquitous. There was a learning curve figuring out the
size of devices, whether we should use physical keyboards or touch screens.”

or avert something sometimes.”
Security remains an ongoing concern because of privacy
and HIPAA regulations—all it takes is for one staff member to leave a phone someplace public to put client data
at risk. “You give someone a thing where they can have
all kinds of in at their fingertips, you’ve also created a

Another concern was the not-insignificant expense of

bigger point of failure,” Kopecky said. “We’re using a PIN,

purchasing an entire fleet of smartphones. The initial pur-

and touch recognition, and working with a company to

chase, including data plans, was around $5,000, he said,

add security layers to it.”

with ongoing costs of about $24 per month, per phone.
“The devices have dropped a bit in price, but they’re not
cheap, and there’s the monthly data and cell plan costs,”
Kopecky said. “Training was also a big issue. The amount
of time and issues you run into during training are always

Headway will start testing tablets next year to see if they
provide better functionality than smartphones. “Successes like these build credibility,” he said. “People become
more engaged, and more open to ideas.”

bigger than you think. That took us a lot longer than we
expected, and it added some expense, both in terms of
money and time.”
The organization looks for different ways to measure the
success of the implementation, and tracks client satisfaction on a scale to see how much it improves compared to
groups of case workers not using smartphones.
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5. Effecting Change in the Organization
“Training was also a big issue.
The amount of time and issues
you run into during training are
always bigger than you think.
That took us a lot longer than
we expected, and it added
some expense, both in terms
of money and time.”

Unfortunately, innovation requires more than just great
ideas—nonprofits also need the resources to implement
those ideas. While there are many inexpensive technology
solutions, substantial improvements or upgrades to infrastructure can cost a significant amount of money, and
often depend upon outside funding or financial backing.
Even with lower-cost solutions, implementation will certainly
cost time in staff hours, depending on the size and difficulty
of the project.
Among our interviewees, six defined innovations that
required very little financial support. However, very few
interviewees said their innovations required very little staff
time—and for some organizations, like those using social
media, staff time was often the biggest expense.
The research shows that lack of budget should not
preclude organizations from thinking about potential innovations. In fact, the opposite is true—by creatively thinking
about how affordable technologies might help address their
goals, organizations may be able to find ways to increase
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service quality and decrease cost. An excellent example of
this was the HOWA Family Center, which substantially improved its ability to communicate with teens in its mentoring
program by using text messaging. Another was the Domestic Abuse Project, which transformed its relationship with
probation officers by creating a free and simple way for them
to retrieve the information they needed from the organization’s database.
However, there’s no question that more complex projects
can require substantial budgets and staff time. Four organizations we interviewed made notable financial investments
in their solutions; three of them had specific funder support.
Other organizations also benefitted from non-monetary

“I give credit to our director for
developing an organization with
an eye for innovation in every
realm. So if there’s a better way
to do something, we do it.”
Domestic Abuse Project said. “We’re always
asking if there’s a better way of doing things, if someone
else is doing something we can replicate, or if someone
on staff has an idea we should be pursuing.”

contributions—for example, the Minnesota Child Care

In addition, two mentioned that just by focusing on clear-

Resource & Referral Network’s Eager-to-Learn program

cut goals, the implementation process went more smoothly

received software to run their online classes as a gift from

than expected, and helped ease the transition to the new

Concordia University.

solution. One described an overall sense of anxiety at the

Money does help, of course—larger budgets allow for
more robust, broad-reaching solutions. For instance, the
United Way of Olmsted County implemented the Community Information Sharing System, which was effective,
but expensive. The Greater Minneapolis Crisis Nursery not
only implemented a new database to collect and report on

organization when staff began using social media, but once
they developed a plan with clear goals, the anxiety level went
down. Many technologies, especially social media, cover a
wide and nebulous range, which can be intimidating if you
try to jump in head-first. Breaking it down into manageable
pieces can help.

outcomes, but also contracted a research firm to determine

In the end, whether or not a technology can improve

the points of data they would need to record. The organiza-

service delivery hinges on the support of the staff members

tions with higher budgets often put in considerable staff time

using that technology. Six of the interviewees reported mixed

as well, and it’s important to consider both time and money

support from the staff for their innovation—while some staff

when planning any project or innovation.

members were in favor, a few resisted or continue to resist

Board and staff support is also critical for the successful
implementation of a solution, and the workplace culture
of an organization can have a powerful influence on driving change or innovation. Some specifically mentioned the
support of the board of directors, while four interviewees

the technology. In some examples, this stemmed from unfamiliarity, such as staff reluctance to learn the language and
protocols of social media. In others, it seemed more a fear of
change, or intimidation at the learning curve of a new system
or process.

mentioned a culture of change or generally positive disposition toward innovation as helping factors for implementing
their projects. “We tend to attract people who want to do
that, creative people who want to see if there are different,
better ways to do things,” the executive director of the
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“There’s been one or two
(people) throughout my 10
years who have been fearful
of online learning, but overall,
the network loves it. We allow
staff to take free courses, and
they’ve all taken courses. We
have overwhelming support.”

While there will always be some reluctance to adapt, a
lack of or erosion of support among staff members can restrict the potential for positive results, and hinder innovation.
Often, resistance to the new technology can be overcome
with training. As we learned in our interviews, educating
staff before and during implementation, and providing technical support once the innovation is in place, can
make transitions easier.
Another issue of special concern to many human service
agencies is privacy. Patient confidentiality legislation, such
as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA), defines guidelines for what organizations can do
with client information in databases and reports, and in communications including websites and social media. Five of the
organizations we interviewed mentioned either creating or
needing a strategy or policy for dealing with privacy issues.
One interviewee recognized in hindsight that a social media
policy would have been helpful prior to the organization’s
foray into Facebook—both as a guideline for using the social
media, and as an exercise in understanding the technology.
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Case Study: Using Data to Tell Their
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The firm invested
the Crisis
Nursery’s homevisiting program, and assigned a database expert to
help find the best system for tracking information.

“For
years
beenusreporting
our than
outputs—
bigger
thanand
youyears,
think. we’ve
That took
a lot longer
we
for example,
weit had
16 some
kids this
night, and
many of
expected,
and
added
expense,
boththis
in terms
for
the
year—but
weren’t
finding
that
compelling,”
said
money and time.”
Al Willig, the director of finance and operations. “It’s reThe
organization
foran
different
ways to measure
ally been
trendinglooks
toward
outcomes-based
world the
for
success There’s
of the implementation,
andoftracks
client satisfacfunders.
a certain segment
the population
that
just believes
in what
do,much
but the
other 20 compared
percent wants
tion
on a scale
to seewe
how
it improves
to
it provedoftocase
them.
Over time,
that 20
percent has become
groups
workers
not using
smartphones.
40 percent, then 50 percent. We had to change our model.”
“It’s tough to cost-justify this,” he said. “We’re not able to
As part of its 2008 strategic plan, the Crisis Nursery
say we’re going to see X more clients a month, or have X
contracted with a St. Paul-based research organization to
fewer no-shows. It’s tough to put hard quantifications on
create a logic model to analyze its practices and policies
this.
Theidentify
accessibility
hasoutcomes,
been a high
thing
on Kenney,
client-satto help
desirable
said
Molly
the
isfaction
scores,
because
they
don’t
have
to
call
the
front
family services program director in charge of creating the
desk
and beand
transferred
to process.
voice mail.
Staff feels
they’re
evaluations
outcomes
Echoing
Willig,
she said
most
productive,had
there
fewertoscheduling
issues,
and
the
organization
to are
change
meet funders’
evolving
expectations,
to schedules
better serve
clients. productivity—or
more
control ofand
their
increased

“He helped identify new database prospects, interviewed
vendors, and generally guided us through the process,”
Willig said. “This was literally a five-year project. Putting
together a needs template took a year and a half, and
from that 80-page document, two years later we started
shopping for a database.” Ultimately, Crisis Nursery
chose an off-the-shelf database and customized it.
Ongoing costs include monthly database fees and data
storage, and a yearly upgrade fee.

at
least
efficiency.
We’re
also atracking
staff morale.
Did
“For
a long,
long time,
being
good agency
that does
they
this was
was enough
helpful?to
Was
improving
theirnot
sense
goodfeel
things
getthis
dollars,
but that’s
the
of
productivity?”
case anymore,” she said. “We recognized that. We worked
with a great staff person at [the research organization] to
Largely, he said, response has been positive—but that’s
identify the importance of a logic model—what does it do,
not
saydoes
thereithaven’t
been challenges.
and to
what
look like—and
included staff to create
short,
intermediate
and
long-term
this
“When you put a cell in your hand outcomes.”
and give theThrough
client your
process, they identified what was currently being tracked,
number, you’ve just increased the number of hours in a
and what additional information they’d need to demonstrate
day and weekend they’re able to reach you,” he said.
that the organization was meeting desired outcomes, and
“Also, when you increase autonomy that much, it requickly realized they would need a new database.
moves the support of the front desk, which can handle or
Willig
said research
has identified the risk factors for abuse
avert something
sometimes.”
and neglect, and the protective factors to help strengthen

“We’ve got one of our board members who works for
a large health conglomerate, and they’ve got data folks
helping us with some of that, but they’re not in place
yet,” he said. “It’s a big part of our strategic plan to look
at ways we can improve and expand service delivery.
It’s part of the culture.”

“We’re still in the evaluation stage,” he said. “I think the
hope is that it really tells the story we do and how effective we are, and lets us present the data around that.
It’s made it easier to secure funding. It has the opportunity to change the way we interact with clients as well.”
Willig said the organization is beginning to put measurement practices into place to track success.

Kenney said the process has taken longer than anticipated. “It’s hard, because we still need to run an organization,” she said, “and implementing a new database
and customizing the reports takes time. I can already see
where, once we get it to the point where we can say, OK,
that new system is ready, we’ll be in a better place.”
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6. What Success Looks Like
“It’s over-and-above changed
the way we instruct people.
It’s made them feel better
about themselves, and
improved the quality of
education and training
we provide.”

Earlier, we identified a four-step framework for developing
and implementing innovations, but we haven’t talked about
the results. What does success look like?
All of the 13 people we interviewed said their organizations
saw at least some noticeable benefit as a result of technology solutions they’d recently implemented, and nine of them
categorized the benefits as “substantial.” In general, these
benefits had more effect on quality of services than cost
savings. Twelve interviewees reported some positive impact
on the quality of their organization’s services, while just six
reported a cost savings—only three of whom saw a significant decrease in cost.
For example, the United Way of Olmsted County found that
its Community Information Sharing System improved the
organization’s quality of services by freeing up staff time
that had been spent on data entry, allowing more time to
focus on service delivery. Another organization, Community
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Thread, found that its Facebook page helped boost public
awareness—many new supporters said they found the
organization through their Facebook friends. The organization used social media to recruit 1,200 volunteers for flood
relief efforts when the nearby St. Croix River flooded last
year. Another organization, the Greater Minneapolis Crisis
Nursery, has not yet seen a change in how staff interacts
with clients as a result of the new database implementation,
but it has found that the outcomes they’re using it to track
and report on have helped secure new funders.
Unfortunately, most of the organizations we talked to
were not systematically measuring the outcomes of their
innovative solutions. Many had compelling stories and

All of the people we interviewed
said their organizations saw
at least some noticeable benefit
as a result of technology
solutions. In general, these
benefits had more effect
on quality of services than
cost savings.

anecdotes of success, but just two had substantive,
measurable outcomes, or were systematically tracking
metrics. Another two were taking basic measurements,
such as counting the number of contacts they reach,
or tracking website visits. Three said that they were only
measuring success anecdotally. Four said they weren’t
measuring at all.
Many interviewees felt they should be measuring their
outcomes. One attributed her organization’s lack of a
measurement process to “a lack of internal capacity and
know-how.” Two more said they intended to implement
a data collection or monitoring process in the future.
Those that were measuring their success found that the
actual process of measuring was itself a positive result of
the solutions they had implemented, and said it gave them
a better understanding of both the technology and of their
organizations as a whole. One interviewee said that, as a
result of the detailed metrics she was tracking, she was able
to analyze the organization’s numbers month-to-month and
identify gaps or needs in its services. By studying the data,
she hopes to be able to identify and flag specific people
who need additional services or attention.
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Case Study: Knitting Together a Community of Volunteers
Community Thread, Stillwater, MN
Four Full-Time, Seven Part-Time Staff
As one of Minnesota’s eight volunteer centers, Community Thread connects people with volunteer opportunities, provides volunteer support to other nonprofits and
sponsors large scale opportunities to volunteer. Executive
Director Valerie Jones said the organization wanted to
find a way to reach a new and larger audience, and the
organization’s strategic planning process had identified
marketing as a priority.
A staff member began experimenting with using
Facebook to reach out about events and opportunities.
“We hired a young person,” Jones said, “and one day,
she said, ‘Can I try this?’ I told her to go for it. Once we
got a response, we started getting more conscientious
about what we were posting.”

“Let’s see, now we do
Facebook, Twitter and a
YouTube channel, and we
guest blog for the local Patch
(community news website).
It became clear to us that
we could use messaging
there to engage people
for volunteering.”
Last year, when the nearby St. Croix River flooded,
Community Thread served as the volunteer manager
for relief efforts and used its Facebook page to spread

Jones quickly realized she’d found a means not just to

the word, recruiting roughly 1,500 volunteers for flood

promote the organization and its events, but to recruit

relief efforts.

and engage volunteers, and bought into the social media
effort. The organization’s social media presence became
like a snowball gathering mass.
“Let’s see, now we do Facebook, Twitter and a YouTube
channel, and we guest blog for the local Patch (community news website),” she said. “It became clear to us
that we could use messaging there to engage people
for volunteering.”

“That emergency created a lot of public awareness,”
Jones said. “Facebook was an immediate channel to
keep people up-to-date.”
She estimated that the organization’s other programs
recruited about 200 volunteers using social media last
year, as well. In addition to posting links and invitations
to events and to volunteer, staff began taking photos at
events and posting them with quotes from participants.
“We use a lot of photos—we’re kind of obnoxious
with our camera,” she said. “We’ve had great luck using
photos and pictures to tell our story.” That led to an
attempt to create videos, beginning with one celebrating
the organization’s annual “Spring Into Service” event.
The only cost for social media is staff time, Jones said—
from two to four hours a week spread out over five days.
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So far, she has not yet begun using any analytical tools to
measure results and is tracking only the number of volunteers, though she said there are other signs that point to
the success of the effort.
“We get people who call and say, Hey, I saw this on
Facebook, how do I sign up?” she said. We also get
some walk-in traffic from people who say they saw this
on their friend’s Facebook page, and they want to participate. And it’s increased a number of backdoor things—
local businesses will say, ‘We heard about you, are you
new?’ Well, no, we’ve been here for 43 years. The only
thing we’ve changed is the social media.”

“We use a lot of photos—
we’re kind of obnoxious
with our camera. We’ve had
great luck using photos and
pictures to tell our story.”
“I could see where I was missing the ball,” she said.
“I can see the potential in helping with my program
planning, and I can see it would be a great way to
connect with people.” She envisions social media as

Community Thread’s marketing committee supported

a means of engaging people interested in volunteering,

the social media effort, as did several board members

to recruit instructors, and to quickly communicate

“who were not tech savvy but had heard from their

with people comfortable with social media.

grandkids or kids that social media is big,” Jones said.
But not everyone was comfortable with the idea.

Jones said that, as a whole, the organization has
approached social media with enthusiasm as a cost-

Karla Bataglia, Community Thread’s senior center

effective way to get the word out about its story. “It’s free

program director, said she had some skepticism

advertising,” she said, “and it’s generated more business

about embracing the new approach.

in terms of people looking for volunteer referrals.”

“I’m an old school person,” she said. “My kids had
to literally grab my telephone—you know the old kind,
about two inches thick, with a long antenna?—out of
my hands and make me get a small phone. It was a huge
phone, like a CB radio. I’m a little intimidated by it all. The
language of computers, and Twitter, and what I assume
is in Facebook, is also not common to me, and the lingo
seems to change so quickly. I’m afraid by the time I get
in there, things are going to change so quickly I won’t be
able to keep up.”
But as other programs within the organization began to
experiment, and succeed, using social media, Bataglia
said she realized she risked being left behind.
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7. Creating a Culture of Innovation
Several interviewees explicitly mentioned an organizational

The most difficult part of these innovations, it seems, was

culture that fosters innovation, or a forward-thinking mind-

starting them. Three interviewees said they felt it was impor-

set, as helpful or contributing to implementing change. They

tant to just try something—to start with small steps before

described their respective organizations’ culture differently—

tackling bigger ones. For example, when Headway Emotional

one cited a leadership culture, in which staff members were

Services started rolling out smartphones with access to its

encouraged to take charge of innovation or improvements

client records and calendars, it began by distributing them to

and spearhead changes. Another characterized her organi-

a small group of tech-savvy staff members as a pilot. Once

zation as one with “an eye for innovation in every realm,” and

the organization knew it would work on a small scale,

said that if there’s a better way to do something, they do it.

it expanded the scope.

The ability and support to innovate doesn’t have to come

It’s never too late for an organization to focus on innovation,

from a top-down approach, or even from a grassroots push.

or to develop the sort of culture that encourages it. Five of

Small improvements—improving efficiency, the quality of

the interviewees said their respective organizations were

service or even technological skill—can come through co-

beginning to take closer looks at their service delivery and

worker interactions. One interviewee said a cross-fertilization

internal processes as a result of implementing their solu-

of ideas made by coworkers supporting each other through

tions. The success has given them confidence to seek other

small contributions had a great impact on the successful

innovations. One even said her organization was looking at

implementation of a solution.

ways to “innovate the innovation” by improving the solution
that had just been implemented.
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Case Study: Pioneering Distance Security
Education
Childcare
Providers
remains anfor
ongoing
concern because
of privacy

“The workforce is made up of a pretty broad range of

people in terms of age and experience,” he said. “Tech
was
not always something
that’s been
ubiquitous. &
There
Minnesota
Child Care
Resource
was
a learningNetwork’s
curve figuring out
the size of devices,
Referral
Eager-to-Learn
whether
we should
physical
keyboards or touch
Program,
St. use
Paul,
MN
screens.”

Three Full-Time Staff
Another concern was the not-insignificant expense of
It’s been a decade since the Eager-to-Learn program
purchasing an entire fleet of smartphones. The initial purimplemented the technological innovation that came to
chase, including data plans, was around $5,000, he said,
define its future, but the ensuing years have provided the
with ongoing costs of about $24 per month, per phone.
opportunity to look back on the effort. Essentially, the pro“The
dropped
a bitas
in its
price,
but they’reagency,
not
gram devices
delivers have
the same
product
coordinating
cheap,
and there’s
monthly
data &and
cell plan
costs,”
the Minnesota
Childthe
Care
Resource
Referral
Network—
Kopecky
“Training was
a big issue.online
The amount
educationsaid.
for childhood
care also
providers—but
rather
of time
and issues you run into during training are always
than
face-to-face.
bigger than you think. That took us a lot longer than we
“We were looking at viable options for students to learn,
expected, and it added some expense, both in terms of
because Minnesota is partially rural and partially metro
money and time.”
with a lot of geographical areas, and we wanted training
for
to reach
differentways
areas,”
said EagerTheproviders
organization
looksthese
for different
to measure
the
to-Learn Program Manager Cory Woosley.
success of the implementation, and tracks client satisfaction
on aby
scale
to see how
much
compared
to
Funding
a $106,000
grant
fromit improves
the Minnesota
Departgroups
case workers
ment
ofof
Human
Servicesnot
ledusing
to thesmartphones.
formation of a group
made up of members from higher education, local Child
“It’s tough to cost-justify this,” he said. “We’re not able to
Care Resource and Referral agencies (CCR&Rs) and
say
we’re going
to see X more
a month,
or have
X
professional
organizations.
Theclients
goal was
to create
in-depth
fewer
no-shows.
It’s toughpresented
to put hard
on
interactive
online courses
byquantifications
expert instructors,
this.
Theonline
accessibility
has been
a high thing
on client-satand live
chats, with
a curriculum
approved
through
isfaction
scores,
because
they
don’t
have
to
call
the
front
the state and many colleges.
desk and be transferred to voice mail. Staff feels they’re
At the time, online learning was still a frontier, and the
most productive, there are fewer scheduling issues, and
people that came together to create Eager-to-Learn
more control of their schedules increased productivity—or
were pioneers, Woosley said—part of a technology group
at
leasttoefficiency.
We’re also tracking
morale.
Did
linked
the Washington-based
Worldstaff
Forum
Foundation,
they
this was
helpful? an
Was
this improving
their
sense
whichfeel
works
to “promote
ongoing
exchange
of ideas
of
onproductivity?”
the delivery of quality services for young children in
diverse settings.”
Largely, he said, response has been positive—but that’s
The
World
Forumhaven’t
group been
lent support,
as did nearby
not to
say there
challenges.
Concordia University, which already had an online learning
“When you put a cell in your hand and give the client your
program in place, and donated the learning management
number,
just increased
number
of hours
in a
system ityou’ve
had developed
for itsthe
own
use. The
grant helped
day
andthe
weekend
ableatopart-time
reach you,”
said.
launch
programthey’re
and fund
staffhe
member,
“Also,
when you
increase
autonomy
that much, it rebut everything
else
came as
a donation.
moves the support of the front desk, which can handle or
Cindy Croft, director of Concordia’s Center for Inclusive
avert something sometimes.”
Childcare, was part of the group that created the program.

and HIPAA regulations—all it takes is for one staff member to leave
a phone
someplace
public
put client data
“Online
learning
was very
new then,”
shetoremembered.
at risk.
“You give
a thing
whereprogram
they candid
have
“We
couldn’t
do itsomeone
the way an
academic
it—
all kinds
in atattheir
you’ve
alsofor
created
a
we
had tooflook
howfingertips,
it would be
different
a four-or
bigger
point
ofrather
failure,”
Kopecky
said. “We’re
using a PIN,
six
week
class
than
a months-long
class.
and touch recognition, and working with a company to
“But we weren’t inventing something from scratch,” she
add security layers to it.”
said. “We were looking at adapting something that was
really
cool will
andstart
reallytesting
different
already—how
dosee
we ifmake
Headway
tablets
next year to
they
this
translate
to
in-service,
noncredit
training
for
childcare
provide better functionality than smartphones. “Successproviders? How do you make it simple?”
es like these build credibility,” he said. “People become
more engaged,
and more
to ideas.”
Because
online learning
at open
the time
was so new, the public
remained skeptical—especially when it came to childcare
licensing. “Not everyone believed this was a good way to
learn,” Woosley said, but since that first year, participation has leapt from under 100 people to more than 2,000.
To some extent, she said, the skepticism lingers. “We’re
celebrating our 10th year and we still have some licensers
who are not sold on it,” she said.
Woosley said the program is now funded primarily by
earned income and a few grants. Ongoing expenses
include the three staff members who run the program
day-to-day, and the consultants who provide technology
expertise. There are currently 40 instructors, up from the
two who taught the first year.
“We just put a lot of money into upgrading the database
and learning management system, which was 10 years
old,” she said. “It was time. There is a cost to keeping
technology current—we have about a $400,000 annual
budget, and we keep growing every year.”
Now, with the retrospective benefits of hindsight, were
there parts of the process the group might have done
differently?
“I’m sure there were missteps along the way,” Croft
said. “That’s a huge piece of it. I do think you have to
have people who are really passionate about a common
vision. That’s so important for working off of each other’s
energies.”
“It’s over-and-above changed the way we instruct people,”
Woosley added. “It’s made them feel better about themselves, and improved the quality of education and training
we provide them. We have overwhelming support.”
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8. Recommendations
What does this all mean? We see it as positive news.

and opportunities you’d like to address. As described

Clearly, human service organizations are succeeding

in the “Identifying Needs” section of this report, the

in using technology to innovate service delivery—in fact,

majority of innovations we uncovered were developed

many are doing so despite limited budgets and staff time-

to address day-to-day issues.

However, few organizations appear to be approaching
the idea of connecting technologies and needs to develop
effective solutions strategically.

• Identify existing technologies. Can you use a technology that you already have in-house in a new or different
way to help address the need you’ve defined? Often, or-

This leaves an enormous, untapped opportunity for

ganizations are not taking full advantage of their existing

nonprofits. By thoughtfully defining needs and affordable

systems, including possible opportunities to use them in

technologies, connecting the two, and then carefully

unconventional ways.

implementing the solutions into the organizations,
nonprofits have the ability to create real improvements
in their service delivery.

• Familiarize yourself with available technologies.
Attend conferences, read articles and talk to your peers
to stay generally aware of affordable technologies that
might be able to help you. Organizations such as MAP

Recommend for Nonprofits

for Nonprofits, Idealware, NTEN and TechSoup can

How can nonprofits apply the framework described

and technologies.

in this report to innovate service delivery in their own
organization? We believe that the following steps can
create notable impacts:
• Start with your needs. Identify the challenges, issues

help you keep abreast of potentially useful options

• Pull in outside ideas. It’s easy for staff members to
fall into everyday routines, making it difficult to see issues or connect needs to possible technology solutions.
Give them the opportunity to understand what others
are doing, perhaps through conferences, peer sharing
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groups or discussions with colleagues. Bringing in consultants can also provide useful outside perspectives.
• Consider starting small. Don’t feel you need to define
a huge project with cutting edge technology to successfully innovate. Starting with a small project can,
potentially, provide a straightforward success that will
help your organization embrace the idea of innovation.
• Get buy-in from staff and board. No technology
solution will succeed unless your organization actually uses it. Make sure the board and leadership team
are committed to the project, include people from all
levels in decision-making, and offer training to help staff
understand how to use the system.
• Budget for both cost and staff time. Assess a
realistic cost for implementing and supporting the
solution in the long term, and define sources for the
money. Don’t forget to also consider the amount of staff
time that will be required in the short- and long-term.
In particular, make sure staff workloads are adjusted to
allow staff time to effectively plan for and implement the
solution.

• Help organizations understand existing technologies. Many nonprofits struggle to understand even
what technologies are widely used and affordable, let
alone which ones could help meet more-specific needs.
By helping create information to educate nonprofits
about existing options and disseminating the information that already exists, networks can substantially
increase the sector’s technology knowledge.
• Support consulting structures to help organizations innovate. This report outlines a methodology to
innovate services through which organizations could
see notable results with a small- to mid-sized consulting engagement. Providing or supporting individual- or
group-consulting services appears to be an investment
with a high return in improved services.
• Provide cross-pollination opportunities. The research
shows that conferences, peer learning discussions
and consultants all provide useful external input to
help organizations connect their needs with technologies. Convening groups and making connections is a
relatively low-cost activity that could also provide high
return.

• Measure and build on success. Define a plan for assessing whether your solution is, in fact, improving services or saving resources, and implement it. Showing
hard numbers that prove the success of your innovation
is a great way to convince the organization, board and
funders to support even more impactful solutions.

• Encourage innovative uses of existing technology.
Funding or consulting programs specifically targeted
at increasing the innovative use of existing technologies
is another way to boost services delivered in a
significant way.
We’re excited about the possibilities outlined in this report.

Recommendations for Funders
How can funders and support organizations help? There are
tremendous opportunities for these organizations to support
their network in being more intentional about innovating, and
thus improving the services available to critical constituencies nationwide.

The inspirational case studies we collected and the comparative affordability of many of the implemented solutions show
that this kind of innovation doesn’t have to be outside the
reach of any organization. By working as individual organizations, and collectively as a sector, we can harness the power
of innovation to improve the quality of service delivery across
the entire nonprofit community.

• Encourage organizations to consider their needs as
much as technologies. Projects involving cutting edge
technology can seem attractive, but our research shows
that innovation is just as likely to come from applying
less-exciting technologies to real needs.
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Case Study: Using Technology to Help Voices Be Heard
Lifetrack Resources, St. Paul, MN

“We tried to make [presentations] available to all of

Survey responses revealed that this organization
was doing interesting things with technology in
multiple areas of its operations. We invited staff from
two different programs to participate in interviews,
and chose to include both as case studies.

said. “It really felt innovative for us at the time. I mean,

Minnesota Hands
and Voices Program

the program’s parents at their leisure,” Lindow-Davies
others were doing it when we started, but it was new
for a nonprofit of our size.”
The success of the solution was evident almost immediately. Staff use Google Analytics, a free tool that provides
detailed statistics about website visitors—such as their
general geographic location, what pages they’re viewing,

10 Part-Time Employees

what sites referred them, and how long they’re staying

The Minnesota Hands and Voices program provides a

nars are being viewed.

connected—to track web traffic, and can tell the webi-

support network for children who are deaf or hard of
hearing, and for their families. Though it offers many

“With Google Analytics, we know we’re getting hits on

speakers and presentations of interest, reaching its

our web site,” Lindow-Davies said. “Our audience is

audience posed some challenges—many of the people

people having babies, so they’re pretty young and not

it was trying to reach were deaf, and spread out geo-

afraid of this medium. We’re finding that they’re much

graphically across such a large state.

more likely to view these events at home, at their own
leisure, than to attend them.”

“A lot of these families are at home, or can’t travel,
and many of the resources we’re sharing are in the

In fact, the delivery method makes the programs so

Twin Cities and not around greater Minnesota, where

convenient, it might be working too well, said Mills.

many of the families are,” said Kimberly Mills, the

“So many people are attending from home that people

communications director for Lifetrack Resources,

aren’t coming to the events in person,” she said.

which oversees the program.

Inspired in part by the success they’ve had using closed

“We knew they needed the information we were present-

captioned webinars to reach their audience, program

ing,” said Candace Lindow-Davies, the family support

staff has sought additional ways to harness technology

coordinator for the program, “but we needed a way to

more effectively—including embracing social media to

get it to them.” Already familiar with the concepts of tele-

engage families, and to engage program participants in

conferencing and close captioning, she said, they realized

conversations about the webinars using social media.

they could record the presentations and make them ac-

“There’d be this recorded thing and a Facebook discus-

cessible as closed-captioned webinars to overcome both

sion that follows it,” she said. “I bet there’s a lot more we

challenges they faced with delivery.

could be doing, too.”

The organization bought a high-quality webcam for

Program staff still struggle with the same obstacles faced

around $100, and using Adobe Connect Pro software—

by most organizations: time and money. But that hasn’t

which costs about $500 a year to use—began recording

stopped them from trying and succeeding in the past,

live presentations for on-demand audiences. They hired

Lindow-Davies said, and she’s determined not to let it

an outside contractor to live-caption events, which costs

stop them in the future, either.

about $125 per hour. The only additional cost was highspeed internet access, provided by Lifetrack Resources.
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Customer Service Training Program

the blog, named “At Your Service,” by sharing their own

1.02 Full-Time Equivalent Employees

gers from outside the program were also invited to share

experiences in the area of customer service. Guest blog-

For more than 60 years, Lifetrack Resources has

their expertise in the field.

provided employment assistance and other services

“If there’s a class, the trainer asks those students to write

for children and families. The organization focuses on

about the experience, or she’ll write something related,”

high-risk populations, especially those facing multiple

Mills said. “The goal was to have students learn to do

barriers, including poverty, lack of education, exposure

this—to give them experience in the social media world,

to abuse and neglect, language issues, or disabilities.

and updating web sites. Trends are changing, and you

As part of its employment and economic opportunity

need to have computer skills, so it’s a nice opportunity

services, Lifetrack offers people seeking jobs various

for them. There was a recruitment element to it, too, be-

training opportunities, including in the area of customer

cause we could show what we’re doing in the program,

service. Job searching has evolved with technology,

and it allowed us to further business development—the

and staff works to keep program participants abreast

program gets a lot of volunteer hours from local business-

of the changes. Some members of the staff were learning

es, and we wanted to show our appreciation to them.”

to use social media for their own work, and recognized

The blog is open to comments, and that feedback is

the opportunity to share what they were learning with

helpful to participants to gauge the effectiveness of their

program participants.

posts. “One of our business partners would watch the
blog, and provide feedback to what they were writing,”

“The trainer came up with
the idea of having a blog to
present an opportunity for
students to practice their
writing skills, learn about
the internet, and work on
networking.”

she said. “If the students want, they can attach their

“The trainer came up with the idea of having a blog to

ship. “We do provide a lot of autonomy for innovation

present an opportunity for students to practice their

and technology, a culture for it,” she said.

resume to their guest post, too. We’re providing them
with opportunities.”
Executive Director Trixie Ann Golberg said the organization “continually looks at how we use technology to help
us do what we do better, with fewer resources, and so
had been learning ourselves about social media.” Including program participants in the experience was a natural
extension of those efforts, she said.
The solution came about through an organizational planning process, initiated by staff and endorsed by leader-

writing skills, learn about the internet, and work on
networking,” said Communications Director Kimberly
Mills. She invited program participants to contribute to
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“If there’s any sensitivity, it’s
that the line between personal
and professional gets blurred
on the web—how do you
maintain those identities,
engaging in a professional
way? Things like Facebook
really kind of meld that line.”
Mills championed the effort with the lead instructor,

on the web—how do you maintain those identities, engaging in a professional way? Things like Facebook really
kind of meld that line.”
Adoption was another concern, Golberg said. “For
some staff members, social media is not something
they naturally gravitate toward. For others, and this is
age bias, but younger individuals don’t see it as something separate, it’s just part of how they exist. But for the
population that we serve, it absolutely was innovative.
The fact that they could see themselves as content generators, bloggers, that was new and different for them.
Our clients really do have a span of age groups, so we’re
not just talking about the early 20-somethings that grew
up with technology.”

with support from the IT department and senior pro-

Mills agreed. “I think the organization adapted it really

gram director. The blog itself was set up as a link on the

well, and it’s definitely cutting edge compared to what

Lifetrack Resources web page, created in the Drupal web

we’d done in the past,” she said. “We’re going to start

Content Management System. Golberg said there was no

something similar in another program within the organiza-

additional cost, since existing software had the capacity

tion. It was really accepted well. A lot more funders are

built-in, though it does require staff time to support the

asking for this type of thing. There are some parallels—

students and ensure new content is posted.

staff didn’t all understand social media all that well yet.

There were a few barriers, Golberg said, including the

We’re still in a learning curve there.”

privacy aspect of posting personal information online,

Golberg said they’re using Google Analytics, a free tool

and the logistics of the blogging model.

that provides detailed statistics about website visitors to

“There were not a lot of ready-to-go cookie cutter models out there,” she said. “We had to figure it out as we
went. With every new idea, we have 10 more, and you’re
not always sure which are the best return on your time,
and which are applicable. If there’s any sensitivity, it’s that
the line between personal and professional gets blurred

track blog traffic. “We track hits and links, and share it
and use it as high points with existing funders, and incorporate it into funding and programming requests,” she
said. “It hasn’t saved money or decreased staff time, but
it’s replaced less-effective interactions. It’s also increased
the client experience and value-add for our clients, and
increased their connection with employers.”
She said she’s a little surprised the model hasn’t spread
to more of the organization’s other programs, but not
all of them are good fits for the public forum of a blog.
Still, the success of the idea has inspired staff to think
creatively about solutions to other needs.
“We’re always thinking about that,” she said. “This has
given us more confidence.”
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Appendix A: Methodology
In August 2011, Idealware and MAP for Nonprofits conduct-

those who filled out the survey were eligible to take part in

ed a survey to determine how Minnesota 501(c)3 human

three free webinars (conducted by Idealware and MAP). Re-

service organizations are using information and computing

spondents came from within the Twin Cities Metro area and

technology to innovate—substantially improve the effective-

the rest of Minnesota, and we have no reason to believe that

ness or efficiency—the services available to their community.

the results were biased toward any region in any way that

We wanted to understand the current state of technology

would affect survey results. In total, 179 people responded.

use within the human services sector, and identify examples
that other organizations can learn from or replicate to help
them to provide better services.

At the end of the survey, respondents were invited to participate in further research. Of the 104 people who were
willing to be contacted, Idealware and MAP for Nonprofits

The survey was distributed throughout the state of

reached out to 31 specifically selected because we felt their

Minnesota by MAP for Nonprofits and the Minnesota

survey responses indicated that they were using technology

Council of Nonprofits, and the United Ways of Minnesota us-

to innovate service delivery. Ultimately, we interviewed staff

ing their own email lists. In addition, the survey was

members at 13 nonprofits. From these, nine were selected

distributed through a listserv of technology staff working

as case studies and contacted for additional interviews.

at Minnesota nonprofits. As an incentive to take the survey,

Those case studies are included in this report.
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Appendix B: Survey Demographics
Respondent Demographics

Respondents represented a wide range of organizational
sizes. Very small organizations—those with fewer than five

Are your Minnesota office(s) a branch or affiliate

staff members—made up 31 percent of the sample size, or

of a larger organization, beyond Minnesota?

56 in total. Small organizations—those with five-to-25 em-

don't know - 3%

ployees—were the largest group, with 62 respondents,

blank
6%

or 35 percent of the sample. There were far fewer respondents from medium (25 to 100 staff members) and large
(more than 100 staff members) organizations, who made up
yes - 18%

the remaining third of the sample, with 34 and 27 respondents each, respectively.
Most people who took the survey were executive directors,
or had some other leadership role at their organizations,

no - 73%

at 77 percent. They represented a wide range of servicefocuses within the area of human services, and there was
no measurable correlation between the types of services
offered and an organization’s level of innovation. Youth
Development was the most common service area, selected

All surveyed organizations came from Minnesota, except
for one respondent located just across the state line in

by 60 respondents. It is worth noting that survey participants
could select multiple fields of service.

Wisconsin. Their information was dropped from the analysis.
Only 33 respondents, or 18 percent, worked at a branch

Respondent Organization Size By Staff

of a larger organization based outside Minnesota. The vast
majority of respondents did not have the support of a parent
organization for technology. Similarly, almost two-thirds of

Large
15%

respondents (about 63 percent) came from an organization

Very Small
31%

with only one office or location.
Medium
19%

Small
35%
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Appendix C: Text of the Survey
Thank you for participating in this survey! Your responses will help us learn how Minnesota human services organizations use
internet, mobile, and computer technology to improve the ways they deliver services. These findings will be made available to
nonprofits as examples to learn from or replicate. The goal is improved service delivery without substantial new investment.
At the end of the survey you will be asked for your contact information for the three free webinars, and given a chance to optin to the second part of our study. No individually identifiable information will be included in our reports.
We will not use your information for any other purpose, and it will not be tied to your survey responses.
First, we’d like to know a bit about your organization.
1. What types of services does your organization provide (choose all that apply)?
m
m
m
m
m
m
m

Food and Nutrition
Child Welfare
Job Training/ Placement
Senior Assistance
Homeless Services
Food Bank/ Pantry
Youth Development

m
m
m
m
m
m
m

Crisis Services
Sports/ Recreation
Foster Care
Family Counseling
Community Center
Health care/ promotion
Substance abuse treatment

2. What best describes your primary role within your organization?
m
m
m
m

Executive/Management
Board member/volunteer
Technology
Marketing/Communications

m
m
m
m

Outreach
Program management
Field work/case work
Other (Please Specify)

3. About how many people work in your local branch?
m
m
m
m
m

less than 5
5 to 10
10 to 25
25 to 50
50 to 100

m
m
m
m

100 to 250
250 to 500
500 to 1000
more than 1000

4. About how many other branches of your organization exist in Minnesota?
m
m
m
m

None; we’re the only one
a couple
3 to 5
6 to 10

m 11 to 15
m 16 to 20
m more than 20

5. Are your Minnesota office(s) a branch or affiliate of a larger organization, beyond Minnesota?
m Yes

m No

m Not sure
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6. Is your organization using any of the following technologies to inform potential clients about services?
Not using it for this
purpose

Using it a bit

This is integral to our work
with clients

Don’t Know

Website information about services
Facebook, Twitter or other social
networking
Email
Mobile phones

Are these - or any other technologies - working particularly well for you in reaching out to potential clients? If so, please describe that use briefly here: (Optional)

7. Is your organization using a database system in any of the following ways?
Not using it for this
purpose

Using it a bit

This is integral to our work
with clients

Don’t Know

To record client contact information
To track individual case notes
To provide client information to
employees out in the field
To report on how many clients
received what specific services
To report on the outcomes (e.g.
test scores, recidivism) of clients
To inform decisions about improving client services
To record when clients act on
referrals

Are these - or any other uses of a database system - working particularly well for you? If so, please describe that use briefly
here: (Optional)

8. Is your organization using any of the following technologies to help collect data about clients?
Not using it for this
purpose

Using it a bit

This is integral to our work
with clients

Don’t Know

Laptops used by field workers
PDAs, smart phones, or mobile
applications
Making electronic copies of
handwritten notes
Bar code scanners
Wearable or GPS devices

Are these - or any other technologies - working particularly well for you in collecting data about clients? If so, please describe
that use briefly here: (Optional)
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9. Is your organization using any of the following technologies to provide services directly to clients?
Not using it for this
purpose

Using it
a bit

This is integral to our work
with clients

Don’t
Know

Video conferencing (e.g. for case visits, or connecting multiple clients)
Online seminars or videos (e.g. to provide client
training)
Social media (e.g. to connect clients to each other
or teach skills)
Providing data storage devices directly to clients
(e.g. to track their own records or files)
Email (e.g. to provide ongoing information or reminders)
A database of answers to frequently-asked-questions
Mobile texts or applications (e.g. to provide ongoing information or reminders)
Website articles to directly inform clients
Interactive website functionality (e.g. allow clients
to look up information online)

Are these - or any other technologies - working particularly well for you in providing services to clients? If so, please describe
that use briefly here: (Optional)

10. Is your organization using any of the following technologies to communicate with other organizations or individuals who
can help your clients?
Not using it for this
purpose

Using it
a bit

This is integral to our work
with clients

Don’t
Know

Website information to educate other service providers who work with your clients
Online seminars or videos to educate other service
providers who work with your clients
Websites or databases to connect clients with other
organizations or individuals that can help them
Websites to recruit more people (like mentors, foster parents) who can help your clients
Videos or social media to recruit more people (like
mentors, foster parents) who can help your clients
Technologies that record when clients followthrough with referrals
Databases to share client data with other client
service organizations or entities
Website information to educate other service providers who work with your clients

Are these - or any other technologies - working particularly well for you in collaborating with other organizations or individuals?
If so, please describe that use briefly here: (Optional)
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11. Is your organization using any of the following technologies to make decisions about client services?
Not using it for this
purpose

Using it a bit

This is integral to our work
with clients

Don’t Know

Data analysis to flag special client
cases where different treatment is
warranted
Shared indicators to coordinate
across organizations
Geographic data analysis using
computer based maps or GIS
systems

Are these - or any other technologies - working particularly well for you in making decisions about client services? If so, please
describe that use briefly here: (Optional)
12. If your organization is using technology in a way that is different from what others are doing, as far as you know, and
might be of particular interest to other nonprofits, please describe below. (Optional)
13. As a thank-you for completing this survey, MAP for Nonprofits would like to invite you to one (or more) of three free
webinars on board development, social media, and leadership development.
Would you like to be invited to participate in these webinars?
m Yes, I would like to be invited.

m No, thank you.

14. After this survey, we are doing additional research into the factors that help organizations make effective use of
technology. Are you willing to be contacted for further participation in this study, including a second survey and/or an
interview?
m Yes, I am willing to be contacted

m Yes, and we’re doing something fairly interesting with technology

m No, I do not wish to be contacted
15. Name:
16. Email:
17. Organization:
18. If selected for a case study, what interesting or innovative uses of technology would you like to share? (Optional)
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2314 University Ave W, Suite 28

135 Ashmont Street

St. Paul, MN 55114

Portland, ME 04103

651-647-1216

207-699-4235

mapfornonprofits.org

idealware.org

